
Feedback Form

PRESENTER: ___________________________

DATE: ___________________________ Ed Ponikvar
knowledgepointnetwork@gmail.com

Program: ___________________________ 936-446-7966

I LEARNED:

I LIKED:

I WISHED:

NEXT TIME:

CAN YOU PICTURE YOURSELF OR YOUR TEAM USING THIS NEW KNOWLEDGE? PLEASE EXPLAIN

A good time to call is: ________________________________ Phone #_______________________________

Name: ________________________________ Email: ________________________________

Position: ________________________________ Organization Name: _____________________

Feel free to omit your contact info to more fully express. Your feedback is critical as it affords ongoing service quality
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Liberty, Fellowship, Stewardship

Fostering camaraderie, fellowship and fun we find purpose knowing all are served
through our utilization and stewardship of public and private land with priority for

combat veterans, essential workers and their families.

Liberty Discovered

"Freedom" is predominantly an internal construct. In other words, to be free is to
take ownership of what goes on between your ears, to be autonomous in thoughts
first and actions second. Your freedom to act a certain way can be taken away from
you – but your attitude about your circumstances cannot – making one's freedom
predominantly an internal construct. On the other hand, "liberty" is predominantly
an external construct. It's the state of being free within society from oppressive

restrictions imposed by authority on one's way of life, behavior, or political views.

Recreational Stewardship

Volunteers generally find it extremely rewarding to give back. Historically we
receive training from the US Department of Agriculture. We plan, collaborate and
experiment evolving advanced methods of trail stewardship. We often establish

new standards of best practice out of incredibly challenging situations.

Perhaps you're considering it for the first time? Asking yourself what's in it for
me? Fun, family, friends, camaraderie, fellowship, fitness and knowledge through

experienced leadership skill development.

Overview of Charity Program Workshop for Veterans, Active Duty Law Enforcement, and First Responders
Feel free to omit your contact info to more fully express. Your feedback is critical as it affords ongoing service quality
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Knowledge Point Network (KPN) is a faith-based military veteran 501(c)(3) charity dedicated to serving combat

veterans and those essential to upholding the freedoms of society. Our mission extends beyond global warriors to

encompass local heroes such as state troopers, sheriffs, and commissioned officers who confront the contrast

between light and darkness daily.

At our charity program workshop, we focus on discovering and addressing the unique situations of each individual

participant, taking into account factors such as faith, family, friendships, and sponsors. Our goal is to provide

counsel and support, both directly and indirectly through a ratio of faith and pharmacy. We aid as they navigate

the challenges faced by those who suffer deliberately destigmatizing the conversation related to mental health.

We leverage overlapping networks and blend diverse resources, constantly seeking innovative solutions while

avoiding conventional approaches. Our commitment to a lifestyle approach, active 365 days a year, ensures that

support is available not just during holidays, but also during idle moments that prompt reflection and goal-setting.

Central to our workshop is the belief that recreation and healing should be accessible year-round, transcending

the limitations of scheduled activities. Trails serve as conduits for profound healing, with the natural forest often

referred to as "their church" by veterans. KPN acts as the vessel through which mission purpose is provided to all

stakeholders through Recreational Ecosystem Management. Consuming the healing followed by stewardship.

Our protocols and policies afford access to both public and private land, simultaneously reducing erosion,

increasing safety, and fostering an enjoyable environment for productive work. We recognize the acute symptoms

of stress prevalent in the struggle to sustain liberty in free societies, and our workshop offers support tailored to

address these challenges.

Moreover, we emphasize the vital role of educating civilians about the experiences and needs of our warriors. By

raising awareness and garnering support, we ensure that these heroes receive the recognition and assistance

they deserve. Ultimately, our workshop serves as a platform for empowerment, encouraging participants to stand,

deliver, and sacrifice for the greater good of society.

Feel free to omit your contact info to more fully express. Your feedback is critical as it affords ongoing service quality


